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The presented paper discusses the theory and results of direct experimental investigation of the control of internal electron conversion channel of radioactive isotopes
spontaneous decay by controlling action of oriented crystal matrix on motion of
conversion electrons. The same eﬀect takes place at any β-processes (including at
decay of a neutron with an emission of electrons and neutrino). It was shown that
parameters of internal electron conversion decay greatly depend on structure of
crystal matrix and on distance from excited nucleus to crystal matrix.

1. Introduction
It is well known that there are two independent channels of nuclear decay at E <
100 keV: there is a gamma decay channel with a low relative probability 1/(1 +α) ≈
10-20% of decay, and an internal electron conversion channel with a high relative
probability α/(1 + α) ≈ 90-80% (where α ≈ 5-10 is the coeﬃcient of electron
conversion for nuclear decay).
Several years ago we created (for the ﬁrst time) an initial model,1 and general
theory,2 for the inﬂuence on the probability of spontaneous gamma decay and the
lifetime of gamma-radioactive nuclei in a cavity. We considered the general system,
which included: the excited nucleus; the associated electrons; the system of the
zero-energy (in vacuum state) electromagnetic modes; and the system of resonant,
or non-resonant atoms (screen or cavity), situated at a large distance L  λeg from
the excited nucleus. The phenomenon of controlled nucleus gamma decay is a result
of the interaction U of the excited nucleus A with zero-energy electromagnetic modes

Fi , and interaction V = i Vi of these modes Fi with the atoms of the controlled
(and controlling) screen R (see Fig. 1).
It was shown that the decay parameters have a strong dependence on the sign
and magnitude of the radiation shift (radiation correction) of the resonance level
position (the nuclear analog of the Lamb shift for atomic electrons). It was also
shown that the resonant screening eﬀect in all cases appears to be more signiﬁcant
than for the nonresonant one. The greatest inﬂuence on the (nucleus) spontaneous
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decay process will be realized in the case when the electromagnetic ﬁeld modes in
the zero-energy state, which interact with the nucleus, are mutually synchronized.
In our previous investigations, the phenomenon of controlled spontaneous decay
(of the gamma channel) was studied by the indirect methods of intensity,3 and
spectral width4 measurements, of the emitted γ-radiation; and by the direct method
of delayed γ–γ coincidence5 . In these experiments we discovered a change (increase)
of radiative lifetime of the radioactive nucleus Fe57∗ by 10–40% (in relation to
resonant Mossbauer γ-channel of decay), and also in the total lifetime (including
non-controlled non-Mossbauer γ-radiation and non-controlled electron conversion
channels of decay of the excited nucleus) by 1%. The outcome of the experiment
correspond to the predictions of the controlled γ-decay theory2 .
This paper discusses the theory of another process (the control of the internal electron conversion channel of spontaneous decay of radioactive isotopes), and
results of a direct experimental investigation of this phenomenon. The electron
conversion channel plays the main role during the process of spontaneous decay of
Mossbauer nuclei. For the ﬁrst time we have created a theory of the inﬂuence on
the probability of internal electron conversion decay of radioactive isotopes. The
same eﬀect takes place during any beta processes of nuclear decay.
2. Beta decay of the nucleus in free space
We considered the general system, which includes the excited nucleus, the system
of electrons of this nucleus, and the crystal matrix (Fig. 2). The phenomenon of
spontaneous nucleus decay controlling is a result of the interaction U of the excited
nucleus A with atomic conversion electrons E; and also the interaction T of these
emitted fast electrons with the atoms of the controlled (and controlling) crystal
matrix C during electron channeling. The probability for the electron conversion
channel of nuclear decay (or any other beta decay of nucleus) is1

Wα =

2π



δΩ

|Tae (Ee)|2 ρe (Ee, δΩ)

(1)
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This rate is proportional to density of ﬁnal electron states ρe (EeΩ) (states of free
fast electron with energy Ee in direction of solid angle Ω after decay). In the case
of nuclear decay in free space, the density of ﬁnal electron states on energy and
volume is

ρe(free) (Ee, δΩ) = 2

d3 p



d3 x



V0
(2π)3


≡ ρe(free) (Ee ) δΩ.

(2)

Here
ρe(free) (Ee ) =

mpe
m
=
3
3
2
4π 
2π λe 2

is the density of ﬁnal electron states in energy, volume and solid angle (number of
electron states per single intervals of energy, volume and solid angle),

λe =

2π
pe

is the wavelength of emitted free electron that has been taken oﬀ from atom (nucleus) during decay, pe = Ee/2m. In the case of electron conversion channel of
nuclear decay the energy of emitted free electron is
Ee ≡ (Eeg − eϕi ),
where Eeg is the energy of nuclear transition from excited state to ground state
during spontaneous decay, and where eϕi is the initial energy of atom electron in
atom before decay. In the case of isotropic decay the probability of beta decay in
free space is

Wα(free) =

8π 2




2

|Tae (Ee)| ρe(free) (Ee ).

(3)
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3. Beta decay of a nucleus in a perfect crystal
In the presence of a perfect crystal near the excited nucleus, the phenomena of
channeling of the created (emitted) free electron takes place (see Fig. 3). The solid
angle of channeling is

∆Ωch ≈ (∆θL )2 =

2
,
pe d

where d is interatomic distance in a crystal, where

∆θL =

Vmax
(p2 /2m)



1/2
=

2
pe d

1/2

is the Lindhard angle, Vmax is the maximal depth of averaged potential well of an
axial channel. In the crystal matrix there are many directions for the channeling of
emitted free electrons (see Fig. 4).
All emitted nonrelativistic electrons that go into a single channel correspond
to one mode of a channeling (i.e. one quantum mechanical state of a motion). If
the channeling length equals Lz , then the spectrum of possible quantized levels of
longitudinal electron motion with momentum pez is determined by quantized states
of longitudinal momentum

pez =

2π
Lz

and longitudinal energy

En =

(2πn/Lz )2
.
2m

The density of ﬁnal states of electron subsystem in direction of axial channel is
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ρe(chan) (Ee, δΩ) =

√
δΩ
= (m/2pe Schan π)δΩ = ρe(chan) (Ee )δΩ;
[(Schan Lz )δEn ]
δΩ  ∆Ωch .

(4)

Here
√
δEn = En+1 − En = 2p π/mLz
is the intermode interval, Schan is the cross-section of an axial channel and
√
ρe(chan) (Ee ) = (m/2pe Schan π)
is the density of ﬁnal electron states on energy, volume and solid angle in the
direction of axial channel.
The resulting probability of the electron conversion channel of nuclear decay in
the presence of a perfect crystal is

Wα(eﬀ) =

8π 2




2

|Tae (Ee )| ρe(eﬀ) (Ee),

(5)

δΩ

where

ρe(eﬀ) (Ee ) ≈


1−N

∆Ωch
4π




ρe(Ee ) + N

∆Ωch
4π


< ρe(chan)(Ee ) .

(6)

Here N is the number of directions of electron channeling in perfect crystals that
are situated near excited nucleus,
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√
ρe(chan) (Ee ) = (m/2pe Schan  π)
and ρe(eﬀ) (Ee) are averaged and eﬀective densities of ﬁnal electron states in
energy, volume and solid angle in the direction of axial channeling, ∆Ωch =

∆Ω, ∆Ωchan is a sum of all angles of channeling. For the main crystal axes
< nlk > with n, l, k ≤ 3, we have N = 63.
The ratio of beta decay in the case of free space and at presence of perfect crystal
is
Kch

Wα(eﬀ)
ρe(eﬀ) (Ee )
=
=
=
Wα
ρe (Ee)




ρe(chan) (Ee)
∆Ωch
1+N
1−
.
4π
ρe (Ee )

(7)

From Eq. (7) for Kch follows that for
ρe(chan) (Ee )
> 1
ρe (Ee)
(or at ρe(eﬀ) (Ee ) > ρe (Ee )) the presence of a perfect crystal leads to a suppression
(Kch <1) of the beta decay of the excited nucleus. In the opposite case
ρe(chan) (Ee )
< 1
ρe (Ee )
or at ρe(eﬀ) (Ee ) < ρe (Ee), the presence of a perfect crystal lead to an acceleration
of the decay of the excited nucleus.
4. Experimental study of controlled beta decay
The aim of the present experiments was to investigate the controlled internal electron conversion channel of the decay of the radioactive Fe57∗ isotope; with a nuclear
transition energy E21 ≈ 14.4 keV, a coeﬃcient of internal conversion α ≈ 8.2, energy
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Experimental investigation of controlled beta decay.

Ee = (E21 − eϕi ) ≈ 6 KeV,
and a wavelength of the conversion electron of approximately λe ≈ 0.15 Å (Fig. 5).
Investigated isotope source 1 was put on the substrate surface, and covered
by very thin (thickness less 50 µm) perfect mica crystal 2 (case a); or was put in
the space between two thin parallel perfect mica crystals 2 and 3 (case b); with
a controlled inter-crystal distance (slot) x0 (see Fig. 6). In these experiments we
discovered an inhibition of the conversion channel for nuclear decay by 7–10%, and
a change (increase) of the total lifetime for the radioactive Fe57∗ isotope by 6–9%, at
the optimal size x0 of the slot, in relation to spontaneous decay in free space without
the thin mica crystal (see Fig. 7). The results of the experiment correspond to
the predictions of the theory of controlled spontaneous internal electron conversion
decay of Mossbauer nuclei. The same eﬀect takes place in the case of any beta
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processes (including during the decay of a neutron with the emission of an electron
and proton). Using this method it is possible, for example, to increase the free
ultracold neutron lifetime in a cavity by making its walls from oriented crystals.
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